Incatro Room Acoustics specialises in room acoustics and provides advice about the absorption of disruptive sounds in virtually any situation and environment.

Incatro designs and produces its ARTpanel products in Roermond, with which it provides more than just a technical solution. Bringing the right atmosphere and emotion into a space just as important. That is why Incatro also provides advice about how its products can be used for an aesthetic effect.
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making decisions in peace

Good audibility, essential privacy and basic calm. Nowhere are these things more important than in professional environments. In offices and meeting rooms, health care centres and government institutions, it is vital that maximum care and attention can be given in peace.

Decision makers have great responsibility. They don’t want only half a message to be communicated, attention to wander or concentration to lapse. The acoustic consultants from ARTpanel know the issues around auditory clarity. And they have the right solutions.

Solutions for business environments are as tasteful as they are effective. They ensure that the essential preconditions are met for good communication, so that the speaker and listener can meet undisturbed.

ARTpanel: returns the essence to the message

functional design

The systems from Incatro have the major advantage that they can be fully attuned to the environment where they are used, regardless of whether it is a hospital, office, church, school or residence. The wide variety of dimensions and virtually infinite range of colours and prints mean that there is an individual acoustic solution for every location.
Acoustic requirements are often assessed by professionals at an early stage. Architects, engineers and project advisors work together closely to find a good interpretation of the Schedule of Requirements.

ARTpanel is in high demand as an advisor for technical consulting projects. We can provide official test reports on the acoustic effects of our products as required. We also make recommendations that draw on our knowledge and years of experience, and translate them into practical solutions.

Practical and concrete, because bringing in expertise early prevents unnecessary costs later.

ARTpanel: a foundation for successful design.
ARTpanel applications
• Individual frames, to be hung on walls and ceilings, for example as art panels or projection screens
• Office environments
• Residential environments
• Halls and churches
• Waiting rooms

Standard profile colours are:
White RAL 9010, black grey RAL 7021 and aluminium grey RAL 9006.
Colours
Standard profile colours are: White RAL 9010, black grey RAL 7021 and aluminium grey colour RAL 9006.
Other colours are available upon request.

Prints
Very high quality digital prints dye-sublimation printed on Trevira CS give an infinite range of aesthetic possibilities. You can choose a print from our database, by a certain artist, or your own photo, or have a digital file processed. The possibilities are unlimited.

 WHAT IS AN ART PANEL?  

An ARTpanel is a pre-mounted acoustic panel in an exclusive aluminium profile in the colours white, grey or black. The panel is printed with a colour or image of your choice. The ARTpanel is available in a variety of sizes and is easy to install on the wall.

How exactly does ARTpanel work?
The ARTpanel essentially ‘absorbs’ those disruptive reflections. In technical terms, walls and ceilings are acoustically ‘neutralised’. “Because the listener will only hear the original sound source from now on, voices sound clearer, music sparkles and conversations become much more pleasant because the attention is not constantly distracted by disturbing echoes.”

Edge finishing
The edge finishing consists of an aluminium profile 57 mm high with a 1.8 mm visible edge on the front side.
They are invisible, but undesired sound reflections from walls and ceili-
gings are still a daily nuisance in your house. ARTpanel puts an end
to this with an extensive range of acoustic panels. Just a few square
metres will give surprising results.
ARTpanel
An ARTwall is a seamless, custom-made acoustic wall covering. Because it can have large dimensions, the ARTwall is assembled on location. ARTwall can be mounted vertically on a wall, at an angle, or horizontally on a ceiling.
Dimensions
The maximum seamless dimensions depend on the width of fabric to be installed. The length is virtually unlimited. Every ARTwall solution can be finished with various standard uni-colours.
For several standard colours: 500 cm wide.

PRINT
For digital images on Trevira CS in inkjet: max. 500 cm wide. For digital images on Trevira CS in dye-sublimation: max. 300 cm wide.
An ARTwall is a seamless custom-made wall covering. We can make openings in the ARTwall, for example for windows, doors or fire hoses. Electrical outlets and light switches are removed and then installed again afterwards.
Applications of ARTwall:

- On walls; in frames or full walls
- On ceilings, as ARTceiling; in frames or larger seamless surfaces
- In cabinets; integrated in backs or sides of cabinets or as sliding doors
- Office environments
- Residential environments
- Halls and churches
- Waiting rooms
ARTscreens are acoustic and pre-mounted double-sided panels in various sizes and designs. Available with feet, with or without braked wheels.
An ARTdeskscreen is a free-standing double-sided panel on flat feet or wheels that is particularly well suited to office environments with a lot of speaking and/or telephone conversation. By fine-tuning the acoustic ABCs - Absorbing, Blocking and Covering - they can give conversational privacy. Incatro can precisely calculate and implement this fine-tuning.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Double-sided panel
The edging consists of a 90 mm high double aluminium profile with a 1.8 mm visible edge at the front. The corners are square as standard, rounded corners are available at an extra charge.
Standard profile colours are: White RAL 9010 and aluminium grey RAL 9006

CHOICE OF FABRIC OR PRINT
Many classic and modern patterned fabrics are possible in various widths. Ask about the possibilities.

Digital prints:
Very high quality digital prints (dye-sublimation printed) on Trevira CS give an infinite range of aesthetic possibilities.
The right room acoustics ensure that your employees can do their work efficiently in comfort!

Clarity of speech: this is of course essential in office environments and varies by room. In discussion rooms and meeting rooms, it is very important that the spoken word is properly understood by everyone present.

Conversational privacy is important between different workplaces. Research has repeatedly shown that colleagues speaking is the primary distraction factor in office environments. The improvement of conversational privacy is a custom project that can be guided by our specialists on site, or calculated in the design phase.
An ARTceiling is a custom made acoustic ceiling covering. If it is a large size (over 300 cm), the ARTceiling is assembled seamlessly on location. For smaller sizes, the ARTceiling can also be delivered ready to install and hung ‘floating’ on the ceiling using cables or chains.
ARTceiling applications:
- Office environments
- Residential environments
- Halls and churches
- Waiting rooms
- Swimming pools

THE ART OF SILENCE

artpanel.nl
On or under the ceiling. In frames or larger, seamless surfaces. Lighting (surface mounted only) can be put through and put back in place after installation. Choice of various uni-colours or printing.
A baffle is a hanging panel with a double-sided design. This doubles the absorption per m². They are available in various sizes and designs.

**ARTbaffel applications**
- On ceiling, in frames of various dimensions
- Office environments
- Residential environments
- Halls and churches
- Waiting rooms
Dimensions and designs:
The dimensions of the baffles are specified by the customer.

Edge finishes:
The edge finishing consists of a 90 mm high aluminium profile with a 1.8 mm visible edge on the front side.

Standard profile colours are:
White RAL 9010 and aluminium grey RAL 9006.
Other colours are available upon request.

ARTbaffels can be finished with various standard uni-colours or printing.
These double-sided acoustic panels are available in different sizes and designs and can be equipped with audio equipment such as speakers, amplifier, router, tuner, MP3 and CD player as desired. Once a wireless microphone is connected, the screens can then be used as a presentation tool (PA system). Of course, a laptop can also be connected in this way: the Privacypanel can be set up just the way you want it.
ARTcorner

ARTcorner, around the corner seamlessly! A straight panel is always possible, but when you want something really special, we make the panel with a 90 degree corner, literally around the corner. With the right image, this can give an excellent effect.

ART specials

City Council Chamber at Roermond.
ART panels with integrated fibreglass light line in the form of the Roermond skyline.
Designed by Huub Frenken, Interior architect.

THE ART OF SILENCE
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

Acoustic advice
Supported by acoustic measurements where needed for a guaranteed result!

Creative advice
With the acoustic recommendations as a guideline, we will look at your space with you to determine what products and materials will give the best results. We will advise you on the choice of materials and colours and also provide guidance in your choice of suitable imagery for print finishing [possibly supported by a photo impression in which we paste the chosen image into the photographed room].

100% satisfaction guarantee
The reassurance of proof that others have been enthusiastic about their results.